Grand Campaign – Der Weltkrieg – Centenary Game
GT47: 17 – 20 February 1915
General Situation
The Allied attacks in the West came to an abrupt end on 17 February and there was immediately on
both sides a flurry of opinion from both the informed and uninformed on the meaning of the battle
in Picardy. The big question was who had won, but it also led to speculation as to what it implied
about the winning of the war?
The Allied press struggled to present it as a victory. No significant ground had been gained. Losses
were not as bad as in the battles of 1914 but they were bad enough and it was known the Canadians
had suffered their first casualties in large numbers in a last ditch unsuccessful British attack during
the afternoon of 16 February near Naours (5-3.0810). Since the Canadians endured a 25% casualty
rate the news of this was censored for a few days. The German press noted that there had been a
big Allied effort and was happy to record that it had been repulsed. They did not dwell on the fact
that the attack had continued for six days before it had been stopped.
Professional opinion was more balanced. In Foch’s report to Joffre he admitted that the vigour of the
attack had not been what he had hoped and there had not been very good cooperation with the
British in the early stages of the offensive. Nevertheless, there was satisfaction that the preparations
for the attack had not been detected by the Germans and that the French heavy artillery had
performed well for the first time since September negating many solid German positions. Foch
privately considered the Allied casualties were acceptable and that worse might have to be endured
in future.
The German 1st Army commander, still von Kluck, was also unhappy with the outcome of this attack.
Two German Divisions had been nearly consumed in the battle though it was agreed they had fought
well to hold their lines until reserves relieved them. The concern of the 1st Army was that this kind of
offensive might be repeated and it was difficult to see how defensive operations would be able to
deter this. If the French and British suffered heavy losses they might attack less frequently but they
would still attack. There were no positions to the rear, the German 1st Army could withdraw to that
would afford better cover or stronger defences. They were obliged to fight on their existing lines and
those in the sector just fought over were quite exposed and would remain so, threatened by both
the French and English.
All this debate assumed the war was only about the Western Front. On 20 February, unexpected
news from the Balkans forced all attention to return to the origin point of the conflict.
Serbia
After the resumption of the fighting between Stubline and Ub (6-5.1509), Putnik had moved his
reserves forwards across the Kolubara thinking this would be the area in which any major Austrian
effort might be made. That Serbia was now facing a greater threat than before had suddenly
dawned on the Serbian Army and Government as they had received more and more reports of
enemy divisions coming south.

Unfortunately for the Serbians, the Austrian 5th Army attacked again, but not where they were
expected. On 18 February, the 5th Army committed eight Divisions to simultaneous and multiple
crossings of both the Sava and Kolubara between Stepojevac and Umka (6-5.1508). To stop them the
Serbians had the Šabac Brigade and a couple of independent regiments. The Serbians fought bravely
but the numbers were too far against them. By the end of the day, it was clear that Belgrade was
doomed. The Šabac Brigade was ordered to fight to the last to hold Umka long enough to allow the
city to be evacuated. The Serbian Government had moved to Nish earlier in the war but its
remaining presence in Belgrade was given up on 19 February. By 20 February, as the Austrians were
closing in on the capital, the whole of the Serbian 1st, 2nd and 3rd Armies were in retreat falling back,
initially towards the Jasenica and West Moravan Rivers. The Danube was also undefended.

Figure 1: The Battle of Umka and the flight from Belgrade, 18 - 20 February 1915

Nobody was more surprised at the success of the 5th Army than its commander. He had expected
street fighting and was bringing forward Siege Artillery with which the inhabitants of Belgrade would
have been terrorised had the defence continued. 18 February was undoubtedly the best day of the
war so far for the Hapsburg Empire. Conrad was especially pleased because it was a pure AustroHungarians success. No Germans had taken any part of it.
The Near East
All the fronts in the Near East remained quiet.
The local inhabitants of the Tigris Valley watched the Turkish and British Imperial Armies march and
camp. Often they noted that these camps were on land which was liable to flood in a few weeks and
some of the trenches which were being dug might serve best as new irrigation ditches.
Lack of action did not mean lack of preparation of action. The Russian Caucasus Army was starting to
create some reserves which would allow it to strike with more flexibility after the thaw. Two French
Divisions were on their way to the Aegean. The 26th Division was already at sea on 20 February while
the 22nd Division was preparing to load onto ships at Marseilles. The French were not prepared to let
the Russians and British have a free run at the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire without
taking a share of it.

The war in the Near East was now well into its fourth month but the only major engagement to date
had been the Turkish attack on Sarikamis in 1914. It was widely recognised that the real war there
had not yet begun but it would not be delayed much longer.

Figure 2: The British Mesopotamian Corps and the Turkish Iraq Corps maintaining a safe distance between Kut and Ali
Gharbi, mid-February 1915.

The Western Front
The tension of the Picardy Offensive dissipated immediately when the Allies ceased their attacks on
17 February. For the quartermasters the aftermath was busy as there had to be an audit of the
remaining shells. Remarkably it was found that the Allied offensive had not used more than about
fifty percent of the Allied munitions then available at the front. Previous battles had only ended
when the last bullet had been fired.

Figure 3: The Germans pulling out from Chateau-Thierry, 18 February 1915.

On 18 February, the Germans made another move and pulled out of Chateau-Thierry. Thus they
continued their staged withdrawal from the southern side of the Marne River. The French also
continued their policy of slow follow up of German withdrawals. By 20 February, no French soldier

had yet been seen in Chateau-Thierry and a tight cordon was placed around it while the French
conducted a leisurely observation of the town from a distance.
The Eastern Front
The Germans were engaged in redeployment of forces as OberOst planned fresh attacks. The
Russians realised that this might be only a short pause in the German efforts on this front and used
the opportunity also to reposition reserves and take a rest.
In the Eastern Carpathians, Kovess’ Army kept up attacks on the beleaguered Russian 3rd Rifle
Division covering Deliatyn (5-5.4015). By 19 February, the Russian Riflemen were down to their last
strength holding a front of nearly 25 kilometres against a foe that was engaged in hit and run tactics
which could not be countered from fixed positions. Had the Russian 19th Division not been brought
forward to salvage this line, the Russian front might have collapsed here.
The Russian South West Front had never given its 11th Army much priority. During these days,
negotiations for the surrender of Przemysl took at significant step forwards. The old laws and
customs of siege had not completely fallen into disuse and the Austrian commandant thought that
with some cooperation he might be offered the honours of war. General Ivanov encouraged this
fantasy a little and on 20 February he accepted the surrender of some of the outer works and the
northern fortresses on the north side of the San while the core of the garrison retreated to the
citadel. The end game for Przemysl could not be delayed much longer.
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Player Notes
CP:
•

East: I failed in my previous attack and opt to spend this turn concentrating
formations in depth to have the flexibility to re-focus their efforts. No attacks.

•

•

•

•
•
•

Galicia: Kovess causes some casualties but makes no great progress – as expected.
The northern fort of Przemysl surrendered and AH DMs are now at a level whereby
the Germans can dispatch divisions to support them.
Serbia: The 5th Army launched an attack on outer suburbs of Belgrade. The intent
was to start wearing him down and, up to this point, I had held back thinking that this
location qualified for the urban modifier. I was wrong and, had I known, would have
attacked it some time ago. I was expecting a gradual attritional battle here. I was
utterly surprised when the Serbs vacated Belgrade and pulled back their entire line.
Not stupid though – I will have to occupy it and lose further food reserves.
West: Another battering from combined French and British attack on the north of the
Somme and S of Arras. I am forced to reinforce the line here again – it is a charnel
house!
Caucasus: Quiet.
Mesopotamia: Quiet.
Palestine: Quiet.

AP: Ivor and I had an email discussion about the outcome of my French-British attack in which he was
concerned about his rate of losses. I do not think they are so bad because of anything the Western
Allies have done in the last month or two and I cannot maintain my attack now because of depletion
of supply. Most of Germany’s recent losses have been in the East and due to the food deficit. German
DM is still only about 70 higher than the French. If the French lose another 1000 DM, they surrender.
The same increase just gets the Germans to Shaken Morale.
That said I am pleased with the outcome of the Allied offensive because I know it was a modest effort
and with different die rolls I might do better next time.
Przemysl is starting to surrender and I deserve to give myself a cheer for that. This game certainly
does not give you immediate gratification, I have waited 32 turns for this and it is not over yet. I
consider Przemysl is a reasonable goal for the Russians and before this game would have regarded it
as a near certainty. I got a shock with the determined Austrian defence around Lemberg at the
beginning of the game and surrounded Przemysl with the last of my initial supplies. As the cordon is
only one hex thick I have had no margin of error made worse by the fact that I had unnecessarily
delayed entrenching a key hex south east of the city. I did fear that the Germans would come to the
Austrian’s assistance. Four German Divisions railed to the south of the ring with sufficient supply to
keep up an attack over several turns would have been very dangerous. As there is only a single track
railway this build up could not have been instantaneous but I had limited resources with which I could
have responded. It might not have worked, but that is what kept me awake at night.
I will discuss the Serbians next time.

